
 

 
 

 

 

 
PRESS RELEASE – London, Thrusday 26th of August  
 

 

 
Inbound Capital helps Wolf Spring successfully 

raise $2M Seed Round 
 

 

Wolf Spring (www. wolfspring.dog), the first functional beverage company for dogs, announced it 
has closed its $2 million seed round. 
 
Congratulations to fast-growing US-based dog nutrition specialist WOLF SPRING for the success 
of its seed round!  Inbound Capital is proud to have contributed to this key milestone paving the 
way for WOLF SPRING to be the modern one-stop-shop for dog wellness. 
 
Launched in 2020 by French co-founders Xavier Delestrade and Etienne Legangneux – who have 
complementary Consumer, Start-up and Finance backgrounds - NYC-based WOLF SPRING 
provides an easy-to-use and affordable solution for dog parents looking to complement their 
dogs’ diet and improve their health. 
 
WOLF SPRING’s all-natural elements formulas developed with vets have been an instant hit with 
dog parents across America, online and in hundreds of pet stores. 
 

 
 
 
On top of allowing WOLF SPRING to increase its online and retail distribution in North America 



 

and accelerate its growth, this funding round has given WOLF SPRING the opportunity to further 
strengthen its smart investor base, including angel investors with strong experience in the 
Consumer and the Pet industries like the founders of Pet Circle and of Dog Buddy.com as well 
as Directors of leading US Pet-focused funds. 
 

“Many thanks to INBOUND CAPITAL for their help in this fund raising process.” – Etienne 
Legangneux, Co-Founder of WOLF SPRING 
 

“Because WOLF SPRING is at the heart of pet humanisation trends and a shining example of “ 
French Tech meet Pet Tech “ with impressive founders and also because it showcases again our 
Consumer expertise as well as our North American capabilities, we are very proud to have 
contributed to WOLF SPRING’s successful seed round.” – David Chermont, CEO & Founder of 
Inbound Capital 

 

About Wolf Spring 

Wolf Spring is a New-York based start-up founded in late 2018 offering a comprehensive range 
of vitamin-enhanced dog nutrition products. The products are 100% natural and plant-based. 
For more information, visit https://wolfspring.dog/   
 

About Inbound Capital 
Inbound Capital (www.inbound.capital) is an FCA licensed Investor Access Specialist for Start-
ups and Small Caps (pre- and post-IPO).  Founded in 2015, London-based Inbound Capital 
leverages its fundamental equity expertise as well as its international investor network to provide 
strategic investor targeting to both its unlisted and listed clients. 
 
 
 

 
 


